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Normally, production cycle in a manufacturing unit works separately. Reason is that there are many
factors affecting the production process. However, problems can be reduced drastically and process-
efficiency can be enhanced easily by integrating manufacturing process with other processes
manufacturing unit.

Integrating manufacturing with marketing

Marketing and sales team gather orders for the product but most of the time there is delay in
delivery of project. The reason is non-serious communication between production and marketing
department. IT outsourcing enables Companies to integrate the two departments together wherein
production cycle is understood by marketing team and orders are taken. Offshore IT service
provider helps production unit to understand problems beforehand and save cost and deliver orders
well beforehand.

Once marketing and manufacturing units work in cohesion, business starts progressing and
becomes more organized.

Integration of manufacturing with purchase

Purchase department is a crucial department because production is dependent inventory purchased
by the Company. In case, adequate inventory is not available, it will result in slowing down of
production process producing inadequate results. Offshore IT services provider integrates the two
departments to enable fast production processes. IT outsourcing is one of the crucial steps as it
involves understanding of all the steps in purchase and production and integrating them for
efficiency. Outsourcing service provider should have proper knowledge and understanding of the
processes to deliver expected results.

Efficiency in operations

Operations is a vital component of a manufacturing unit. Operations involve management of day-to-
day functioning in a unit. A small deviation from the standard results in improper functioning of the
unit as a whole. For example: if one of the crucial staff-member fails to come to office without prior
intimation the whole process gets disturbed. These inefficiencies are almost abolished with IT
outsourcing. Complete integration of information with systematic working enables easy work flow
and delivers good results.

Production process is integrated with finance and dispatch departments with the help of outsourcing
service provider to enable easy working and efficient deliveries.

It is an ongoing process introduced, deployed and supported through highly competitive and
experienced group of IT professionals who are masters in their field and work to give maximized
results with minimum investments.
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